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ABSTRACT
Building conversational agents that can conduct natural and prolonged conversations has been a major technical and design challenge, especially for community-facing conversational agents. We posit Mutual Theory of Mind as a theoretical framework to design for natural long-term human-AI interactions. From this perspective, we explore a community’s perception of a question-answering conversational agent through self-reported surveys and computational linguistic approach in the context of online education. We first examine long-term temporal changes in students’ perception of Jill Watson (JW), a virtual teaching assistant deployed in an online class discussion forum. We then explore the feasibility of inferring students’ perceptions of JW through linguistic features extracted from student-JW dialogues. We find that students’ perception of JW’s anthropomorphism and intelligence changed significantly over time. Regression analyses reveal that linguistic verbosity, readability, sentiment, diversity, and adaptability reflect student perception of JW. We discuss implications for building adaptive community-facing conversational agents as long-term companions and designing towards Mutual Theory of Mind in human-AI interaction.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Artificial intelligence; • Human-centered computing → Natural language interfaces; Empirical studies in collaborative and social computing; Social media; • Applied computing → Psychology.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Conversational Agents (CAs)\(^1\) are becoming increasingly integrated into various aspects of our lives, providing services across healthcare, entertainment, retail, and education. While CAs are relatively successful in task-oriented interactions [82, 96], the initial promise of building CAs that can carry out natural and coherent conversations with users has largely remained unfulfilled due to both design and technical challenges [3, 18, 87]. This “gulf” between user expectation and experience with CAs [61] has led to constant user frustration, frequent conversation breakdowns, and eventual abandonment of CAs [3, 61, 98].

Conducting smooth conversations with users becomes even more crucial when CAs are deployed in online communities, especially those catering to vulnerable populations such as online health support groups [71] and student communities [95]. These community-facing CAs often serve as a critical part of the community to ensure smooth interactions among community members and provide long-term informational and emotional support. However, these community-facing CAs face two unique challenges: the need to carry out smooth dyadic interactions with individual community members, and the need to respond accordingly based on the community’s shifting perceptions [53, 86]. In fact, the community-facing nature of the CA adds new complexity—each dyadic interaction with individual members is visible to other community members, which can not only change the community’s perception of the CA, but can also impact other community members, i.e., unsatisfactory interaction with one individual might also frustrate others [42]. However, humans are able to gracefully conduct smooth interactions with each other and behave according to a community’s

\(^1\)Unless indicated otherwise, in this paper, we use CAs to refer specifically to disembodied, text-based conversational agents.
expectations and norms at the same time. This process is based on a uniquely humane characteristic called "Theory of Mind" [7, 12, 78]. Scholars posit that the Theory of Mind (ToM) is a basic cognitive and social characteristic that enables us to make conjectures about each others’ minds through observable or latent behavioral and verbal cues [6, 12, 37, 38, 94]. This characteristic spontaneously drives our understanding of how we perceive each other during social interactions. This enables us to employ social techniques such as adjusting our appearances and behaviors to align others’ perceptions about us based on our self-presentation [36]. In typical human-human interactions, having a Mutual Theory of Mind (MToM), meaning all parties involved in the interactions possess the ToM, builds a shared expectation of each other through behavioral feedback, helping us to maintain constructive and coherent conversations [36, 75]. MToM is increasingly used as a theoretical framework for the design of human-centered AI, such as robots, that can be perceived as more “natural” and intelligent during collaborations with human partners [26, 57, 59, 75].

While MToM is influencing the design of human-centered AI in task-oriented interactions, its role in informing the design of human-AI communicative interactions remains unexplored. Existing approaches to designing human-AI interactions also lack a theoretical framework and a unified design guideline to design human-centered CAs, especially in communicative interactions. Consequently, researchers and designers turn to traditional HCI design guidelines intended for Graphical User Interfaces, which is not always the optimal perspective to look at designing the interactions between humans and often anthropomorphized CAs [89]—researchers and designers face major obstacles in balancing unrealistically high user expectations [61] while providing an adequate amount of social cues to facilitate long-term natural interactions [56].

In analogy to human-human interactions, we propose designing towards MToM as a theoretical framework to guide the design of adaptive community-facing CAs that can cater to users’ changing perceptions and needs. The first step towards building MToM in human-CA communications is thus equipping the CAs with an analog of ToM that can automatically identify user perceptions about the CAs. With this ability, CAs would be able to monitor users’ changing perceptions and provide subtle behavioral cues accordingly to help users build a better mental model about CA’s capability. This would also help alleviate the current one-sided communication burden on users, who had to constantly adjust their mental model of the CA through an arbitrary trial-and-error process to elicit desired CA responses [4, 9].

Research has explored ways along the realm of identifying user perceptions of CAs to facilitate dyadic human-AI interactions, including examining an individual’s mental model of CAs in a variety of contexts [31, 54, 61]. These studies, most of which are qualitative in nature, are not only difficult to scale, but also lack directly feasible algorithmic outcomes that could be integrated into CA architecture to automatically recognize user perception about the CA. For community-facing CAs that are known to have fluid social roles in online communities [87], we presently lack a clear understanding of how community perception of CAs evolve over time, and whether the very dyadic interactions between humans and CAs in community settings reveal any signal related to user perceptions.

We thus note a gap in theory and practice in automatically and scalably understanding human perceptions of a community-facing CAs at both individual and collective level. Drawing on the dynamics of human-human interactions, this paper explores a first step towards designing for MToM in long-term human-CA interactions by examining the feasibility of building community-facing CAs’ ToM. Specifically, we target two research questions:

**RQ 1:** How does a community’s perception of a community-facing CA change over time?

**RQ 2:** How do linguistic markers of human-AI interaction reflect perception about the community-facing CA?

We examine these research questions within the context of online learning, where community-facing CAs are commonly seen to provide informational and social support to student communities [1, 92, 95]. We deployed a community-facing question-answering (QA)CA named Jill Watson [24, 34, 35] (JW for short) in an online class discussion forum to answer students’ questions for 10 weeks over the course of a semester. We collected students’ bi-weekly self-reported perceptions and conversations with JW for further analysis. We discuss changes in the student community’s long-term perception of JW and examine the relationship between self-reported student perceptions of JW and linguistic attributes of student-JW conversations such as verbosity, adaptability, diversity, and readability. Regression analyses between linguistic attributes and student perceptions of JW reveal insightful findings such as readability, sentiment, diversity, and adaptability positively vary with desirable perceptions, whereas verbosity varies negatively.

Our contributions are three-fold: First, we propose MToM as the theoretical framework to design prolonged human-AI interaction within online communities. Second, our work provides a deeper understanding of how a community’s perception of a community-facing (QA)CA fluctuates longitudinally. Third, we provide empirical evidence on the potential of leveraging computational linguistic approach to infer community perception of a community-facing CA through accumulated public dyadic interactions within the community context. We discuss the implications of our work in designing adaptive community-facing (QA)CAs through theory-driven computational linguistic approaches, where our ultimate goal concerns building natural, long-term human-AI interactions.

**Privacy, Ethics, and Disclosure.** We are committed to ensuring the privacy of students’ data used in this study. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Georgia Tech. We collected the survey and discussion forum data (limited to only student-JW interactions) by seeking student consent and the data was anonymized. We offered extra credits to students for filling out each survey, and bonus extra credits if they completed at least five out of the six surveys. This work was in collaboration with the class instructor and we took measures to avoid coercion. The maximum number of extra credits students could earn by participation was less than 1% of the total grade, and these extra credits could also be earned in other ways as part of the standard class structure. We clarified to the students that survey responses would not be shared with the instructor, and would not have any impact on grades.
2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we provide an overview of ToM and its application in existing human-AI interaction research. We then discuss related work that explores user perception of the CA to facilitate human-AI interactions and highlight the potential of leveraging language analysis to improve human-AI interaction.

2.1 Theory of Mind in Human-AI Interaction
ToM, our ability to make suppositions of other’s minds through behavioral cues, is fundamental to many human social and cognitive behaviors, especially our ability to collaboratively accomplish goal-oriented tasks and our ability to perform smooth, natural communications with others [6, 7]. For example, building shared plans and goals is fundamental to collaborative task-completion—ToM enables us to recognize and mitigate each other’s plans and goals to work together [5, 6]; intentional communication is the basis for smooth communication—ToM enables us to understand the interlocutor has a belief or knowledge that can potentially be altered and thus allows us to compose our messages accordingly [5, 6]. Without ToM, our ability to naturally interact with others can be severely impaired and render our ability to perceive and produce language less meaningful [5–7, 12]. ToM has been extensively studied and continues to be a leading influence in many fields such as cognitive science, developmental psychology, and autism research [5, 7, 47, 78].

Over the years, researchers have recognized the importance of designing human-centered robots with ToM to facilitate collaborations within human-robot teams for goal-oriented tasks. Specifically, ToM has been intentionally built in as an individual module of the system architecture to help robots monitor world state as well as the human state [25], construct simulation of hypothetical cognitive models of the human partner to account for human behaviors that deviate from original plans [44, 79], and help robots to build mental models about user beliefs, plans and goals [43, 52]. Robots built with ToM have demonstrated positive outcomes in team operations [25, 44], collaborative decision-making [39], and are perceived to be more natural and intelligent [59].

However, ToM has not been explored as a built-in characteristic that can potentially enable CAs to communicate naturally with humans. Given its fundamental role in human interactions and success in human-robot interactions so far, we posit that the role of ToM in designing human-centered CAs during communicative interactions with humans should be further examined. Building CAs with ToM is the first step towards designing for Mutual ToM in human-CA interactions. By Mutual ToM we meant to not only explore how to help users build a better understanding and mental model of CAs (e.g., explainable AI), but also to consider how to help CAs build and iterate on a comprehensive mental model of the user. In this paper, we present our initial exploration towards building MToM in human-CA communications by examining the feasibility of building CA’s ToM using automatic language analysis of human-CA conversations to understand user perception of CAs.

2.2 User Perception of Conversational Agent
Our perception of CAs determines how we interact with them and thus plays a crucial role in guiding the design of human-centered CAs. People’s perception of CAs is a multifaceted concept. Prior research has explored people’s mental model of CAs in various settings—in a cooperative game setting, people’s mental model of the CA could include global behavior, knowledge distribution, and local behavior [31]; people’s perception of a recommendation agent consists of trust, credibility, and satisfaction [10]. People’s perception of CAs is instrumental in guiding how they interact with CAs [31] and thus serves as a precursor to their expectation of CA behavior. Prior research has suggested that users tend to hold high expectations of CAs [61] and thus prone to encounter frequent conversation breakdowns, which can ultimately lead users to abandon the CA [58, 98]. Recognizing user perception of CAs and provide appropriate feedback to help users revise their perceptions is thus critical in building smooth human-CA interactions [9, 31, 41].

Understanding user percpceptions of CAs becomes even more important in the context of online learning where CAs are being increasingly used to play a critical part in students’ learning experience. A variety of CAs has been designed to offer learning and social support to students. These include Intelligent Tutoring Systems that provide individualized learning support for students [1, 46], community-facing CAs that provide synchronous online lectures [95] and those help to build social connections among online learners [92]. However, while these CAs have been found to be efficient in facilitating students’ learning outcome, how students perceive these CAs in the online classroom is barely explored—students’ perceptions of the CA could influence students’ interaction experience with the CA and thus potentially impacting their online learning experience [46].

For community-facing CAs specifically, understanding the community’s perception of the CA is not only important to ensure smooth dyadic interactions within the community, but also crucial to design community-facing CAs as long-term companions. Many research suggested that community-facing CAs have shifting social roles and thus perceived by the community differently on a frequent basis. For example, Seering et al. [88] found that CA’s social role within an online learning community shifted from being the “dependent” to the “peer” over time within the community; Kim et al. [53] also highlighted that CAs can potentially shift their role from encouraging participation to “social organizer” as the community dynamic evolves over time. Yet more nuanced assessment of community perception of CAs over time is needed for CAs to behave appropriately based on their changing social roles.

However, the majority of the research on human perception of CAs uses qualitative methods to either identify the various dimensions of user perception of the agent [31, 67] or provides one-time assessments of user perception after interacting with the agent [30, 41, 51, 55, 88, 98]. These works, while offered valuable insights and guidelines for the design of human-centered CAs, are difficult to operationalize and integrate into the CA’s system architecture. Post-hoc analysis of people’s perception of CA is also less effective in capturing the nuance and fluidity of people’s perception of CA overtime during interactions.

Current work thus seeks to examine the long-term variations of community perception of a community-facing CA. In order to operationalize community perception of the CA, we also explore the feasibility of capturing community perceptions of CA automatically by leveraging computational linguistics.
2.3 Language Analysis to Improve Human-AI Interaction

Language plays an instrumental role in all kinds of interactions, yet it is the most paramount component and often the only component of human-CA interactions. Designing MToM in human-CA interactions thus heavily depends on the information both humans and CAs convey through their textual responses.

To help CAs understand the user’s mental model of CAs in a timely yet non-intrusive manner, it is important to explore the feasibility of inferring user’s perceptions of CAs from language. Prior research suggested the potential of leveraging linguistic cues to indicate people’s perception of CAs during human-CA interactions. Researchers have inferred users’ emotions towards the agent [90], personality traits [62], signs of conversation breakdowns [58, 99], politeness [20] from conversational cues. Yet whether a user’s holistic perception of the CA could be constructed through linguistic characteristics extracted from conversations remains unexplored.

On the other hand, more research is needed to explore how CAs’ language convey its capability to the user and help guide users to revise their mental model about the CA. Whereas humans tend to leverage various social techniques such as altering appearances and manners to make certain impressions [36], embodied virtual agents and robots can change facial expressions or physical behaviors [73], voice-based conversation assistants can change the tone of their voice [11], text-based language is the only way for disembodied, text-based CAs to convey their capabilities to the user. CA responses have been shown to influence user’s repair strategies [9] and foster engaging conversations [14, 33]. CA’s language in responses thus should be leveraged to help users construct a better mental model of the CA [9].

With the ultimate goal of building MToM in human-CA interactions by leveraging language analysis, in this work, we first begin by examining the feasibility of inferring user perception of the CA through linguistic features extracted from human-CA conversations. Automatically construct user’s mental models of CAs during conversations can enable CAs to accurately predict user behavior and provide appropriate responses to guide users to tune their mental models in order to facilitate smoother human-CA conversations.

3 STUDY DESIGN

Current study seeks to understand longitudinal changes of community perception of a community-facing CA and the feasibility of leveraging linguistic markers to infer user perceptions of a community-facing CA. To explore these questions, we deployed a community-facing (QA)CA named “Jill Watson (JW)” in an online class discussion forum to answer students’ class logistic questions throughout the semester. We then collected students’ bi-weekly perceptions of JW and extracted linguistic characteristics from student-JW conversations over the course of the semester (see Figure 1 for detailed study design). We selected our survey measures and linguistic features with the goal of ultimately building CA’s ToM—survey measures were designed to gauge students’ perception of JW from three dimensions: anthropomorphism, intelligence, and likeability; linguistic characteristics were suggested by prior literature to have the potential of reflecting people’s perception of the CA. We discuss them in detail in the following sections.

Current study took place in an online human-computer interaction class offered through the Online Master of Science in Computer Science (OMSCS) program at Georgia Tech. This class had 376 students enrolled at the end of the semester. Based on a separate standard class survey that asked for students’ demographic information at the beginning of the semester (n=389, note that some students dropped the class before the end of the semester), 299 students self-identified as male (76.86%), 87 students self-identified as female (22.37%), three students did not report their gender (0.77%). Students were spread out across various age groups: 61 students were between 18 to 24 (15.68%), 236 students were between 25 to 34 (60.67%), 65 students were between 35 to 44 (16.71%), 22 students were between 45 to 54 (5.66%), two students were between 55 to 64 (0.51%), and two students were above 65 years old (0.51%), one student did not report their age. In terms of highest education degree obtained, 311 students reported Bachelor’s Degree (79.95%), 56 students reported Master’s Degree (14.40%), 14 students reported Doctoral Degree (e.g. PhD., Ed.D.) (3.60%), and seven students reported Professional Degree (e.g. M.D., J.D.) (1.80%), one student did not report their highest degree obtained.

3.1 Design and Implementation of JW

JW is an ML-based question-answering CA designed to answer students’ questions about class logistics. It uses three machine learning models with each model being trained with the same data. When a user asks a question, the question is passed to all three models. The final output of the models is used to select a pre-programmed response (greetings + relevant information in the syllabus). The models were trained using training questions generated from a knowledge base. The knowledge base was created using a syllabus ontology and the course syllabus. JW thus cannot learn from outside information (student responses or feedback) over time. Implementation details of similar previous versions of JW can be found in Goel and Polepeddi [35].

We deployed JW on the class discussion forum at the beginning of the second week (Figure 1). JW was only active on dedicated “JW threads” where JW read and provided responses to each post to only questions posted in those threads. Students were encouraged to post their class-related questions on this thread if they wanted an answer from JW. To keep students engaged throughout the semester, we posted a new “JW thread” every week on the discussion forum and encouraged students to keep asking questions to JW. Table 1 shows a list of example question-answer pairs between the students and JW on the class discussion forum.

Throughout our study, we intentionally did not specify JW’s working mechanism or capabilities to the students so that the information would not bias the students’ perception of JW. The students were only told that JW was a virtual agent who could answer their questions about the class. JW’s working mechanism and implementation were only revealed after all the survey data was collected.

4 RQ1: EXAMINING CHANGES IN STUDENT PERCEPTIONS ABOUT JW

To explore changes in students’ perceptions of JW throughout the semester, we deployed six bi-weekly surveys (See Appendix Figure 3 for the adapted survey instrument) for students to self-report their
Towards Mutual Theory of Mind in Human-AI Interaction

Figure 1: Study design and timeline. S0-S5 represents the survey data. T1-T5 represents our division of class discussion forum data based on the survey distribution timeline. In the regression analysis, we used survey data as ground truth to tag student interaction with JW in each time frame. For instance, we used S1 to tag forum data from T1, S2 to tag T2, and so on.

perceptions of JW. Inspired by the MToM theoretical framework, we intentionally selected perception metrics that could capture students’ holistic social perceptions of JW and potentially reflect long-term changes in perceptions of JW, instead of the commonly measured post-hoc perceptions of CA functionalities (e.g., accuracy or correctness of response). In particular, we adapted a validated survey instrument measuring user perception of robots in human-robot interactions [8], also previously applied in human-CA interaction settings [50]. In our specific setting of student-JW interactions, our surveys inquired students to self-report their perceptions about JW along three dimensions: 1) anthropomorphism, 2) intelligence, and 3) likeability. In addition, we also asked the students to report how/if they interacted with JW in the past two weeks (e.g., read other students’ interactions with JW, posted questions to JW).

Data. We started with an initial total dataset of 1513 responses from S0 to S5. We consolidated all our responses to build our final dataset that included all valid, complete responses from students who indicated that they interacted with JW by either reading through other students’ interactions or posting questions to JW. We ended up with a total of 1132 responses from S0 to S5 (N0 = 260, N1 = 201, N2 = 171, N3 = 171, N4 = 164, N5 = 165).

Our analyses did not include S0 survey results that indicate students’ expectation of JW prior to actual interactions as we are more interested in examining long-term changes in student perception after at least some initial interaction. It is also well-established in the literature that people often have unrealistically high expectations for CAs [61, 98]. Our findings replicate this similar pattern from prior literature, that students’ perception decreased compared to their initial perception (or expectation) as per S0, as is revealed in Figure 2, which plots the aggregated community perception about JW over the course of the semester.

4.1 Changes in Perceived Anthropomorphism, Intelligence, and Likeability of JW

Next, to understand if student perception of JW changed significantly after initial interactions, we performed Kruskal-Wallis test [64].

Figure 2: Student perceptions of JW over time. To provide more context, the plot marks the due dates of Exam 1, Exam 2, and Final Project. Note that students in this class also have weekly written assignments.
on students’ self-reported perception of JW from S1 to S5. Kruskal-Wallis test is a non-parametric, omnibus test, which we used because our data is not normally distributed based on the results of a Shapiro-Wilk normality test (p < 0.001). We then conducted further post-hoc pairwise comparison to examine differences between each bi-weekly perception report. Dunn Test result shows significant differences in perceived anthropomorphism between S1 and S4; z = −2.82, p = 0.02, and significant differences in perceived intelligence between S1 and S4; z = −3.26, p = 0.01. We reported the detail test results and effect sizes in Table 2.

4.1.1 Anthropomorphism. Anthropomorphism is the attribution of human characteristics to non-human objects such as computers and CAs. Anthropomorphism is a widely studied yet highly debatable design characteristic of CA—on one hand, intentionally building CAs with more humanlike attributes can improve user trust [13, 32], make the CA more approachable and ease user interactions [54, 97]; on the other hand, the famous “Uncanny Valley” effect [66] indicates that highly anthropomorphized CA could evoke people’s negative feelings towards the CA [17] as well as setting unrealistic user expectations on CA’s capabilities [61]. Changes in perceived anthropomorphism over time is thus an important quality to investigate as it could significantly affect people’s expectation of the CA and thus influence trust-building and long-term human-agent relationship [23]. Kruskal-Wallis test found students’ self-reported perceived anthropomorphism after initial interaction with JW changed significantly over time from S1 through S5: χ²(4) = 9.55, p < 0.05.

Table 2: Summary of comparison in students’ bi-weekly perceptions of JW. We report Kruskal-Wallis test results for each perception metrics from S1 to S5, the posthoc pairwise comparison z statistic (Dunn Test), and effect size (Cohen’s d). p-values are reported after Bonferroni correction (* p <0.05, ** p <0.01).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Anthropomorphism</th>
<th>Intelligence</th>
<th>Likeability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>z</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1 and S2</td>
<td>-0.60</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-1.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1 and S3</td>
<td>-1.47</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-2.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1 and S4</td>
<td>-2.82*</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>-3.26*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2 and S3</td>
<td>-1.88</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>-2.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2 and S4</td>
<td>-0.83</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>-0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3 and S4</td>
<td>-2.14</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>-1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1 and S5</td>
<td>-1.32</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>-0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2 and S5</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3 and S5</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4 and S5</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kruskal-Wallis</td>
<td>χ²(4) = 9.55 *</td>
<td>χ²(4) = 9.41 *</td>
<td>χ²(4) = 9.39 *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Post-hoc pairwise comparison found S1 and S4 differ significantly; z = −2.82, p < 0.05. This indicates that CAs’ perceived humanlike-ness by the community can vary over time, even when the agent has zero learning ability and adaptability.

4.1.2 Intelligence. Intelligence refers to the perceived level of intelli-gence of the CA by the community; in other words, how much users perceive the CA as an intelligent being. Even though building artificially “intelligent” machines has been a unfulfilled promise

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Student Question</th>
<th>JW Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Week 4</td>
<td>What is the next assignment?</td>
<td>Hi, happy to answer your question!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>There are ten written assignments in the course: five P assignments and five M assignments. The P assignments are Principles assignments and cover the material covered in Unit 2. Each Principles assignment asks you to [...] The M assignments are Methods assignments and cover the material in Unit 3. Each Methods assignment asks for [...].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 4</td>
<td>How were you programmed?</td>
<td>Hi, happy to answer your question!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sorry I don’t understand your question. Could you rephrase your question by composing a new followup discussion?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 6</td>
<td>Hi Jill Watson, is the exam going to cover the concepts we applied in the assignments?</td>
<td>Hi, happy to answer your question!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Here are some questions that I think you might be asking. Please compose a new followup discussion with one of the questions here: “Can I work ahead?”, “What is the JDF specification?” “Can we look at online resources?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 8</td>
<td>What’s the most efficient way to earn participation points?</td>
<td>Hi, happy to answer your question!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HCI is a deeply collaborative field, and there is no better way to learn than to interact with your peers, to participate in one another’s usability studies, and to see the variety of approaches taken by your classmates to the class’s assignments. Thus, participation credit may be earned in one of three ways: by completing peer reviews, by participating in one another’s surveys and interviews, and by participating in discussions on Piazza. The following are the ways you may earn participation points [...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 10</td>
<td>When is the mid-course survey due?</td>
<td>Hi, happy to answer your question!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Please complete this survey by the end of week [link to mid-course survey]. You receive 1 participation points for completing one of the four course surveys. For more details, see the participation policy [...]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 12</td>
<td>Hi Jill Watson, could you predict the percentage of students who would get an “A” at the end of class?</td>
<td>Hi, happy to answer your question!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Please complete this survey by the end of week [link to mid-course survey]. You receive 1 participation points for completing one of the four course surveys. For more details, see the participation policy [...]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Examples of question-answer pairs during students’ interactions with JW throughout the semester on the class discussion forum thread.
due to various technical and feasibility challenges [8, 87], users tend to expect their CAs to be "smart" [98], thus creating a gap between user expectation and CA's true intelligence. CA’s knowledge is also one of the key components identified in people’s mental model of CA [31]. Therefore, perceived intelligence plays an important role in how people perceive, evaluate, and interact with the agent. However, it is unclear whether people’s perception about the CA’s intelligence change over time. In this study, Kruskal-Wallis test found that the perceived intelligence of JW changed significantly from $S_1$ to $S_5$: $\chi^2 (4) = 11.811, p < 0.05$, specifically, post-hoc pairwise comparison shows that perceived intelligence reported in $S_1$ and $S_4$ differ significantly: $z = -3.26, p < 0.01$. This highlights a CA’s perceived intelligence is an important attribute to consider when building long-term human-AI relationships.

4.1.3 Likeability. Likeability refers to how likeable the interlocutor is perceived by others. In human interactions, likeability has been suggested to induce positive affect, increase persuasiveness, and foster favorable perceptions [76, 80]. Since people often treat computers as social actors [8, 70], perceived likeability is a potential factor that could influence long-term relationship-building. Kruskal-Wallis test could not find statistically significant changes in students' self-reported likeability of JW over time: $\chi^2 (4) = 2.0947, p = 0.72$. This result could be attributed to the fact that positive first impression in human interactions typically plays a crucial role in long-term likeability [81]. Another reason could be that students initial perception of JW remains the same over time since JW was intentionally designed to be a basic CA without learning ability.

4.1.4 Correlation Between Perception Measures. We also conducted Spearman correlation test, a non-parametric correlation test, to examine the relationship between these three perception measures. Spearman correlation results show that perceived anthropomorphism and intelligence have a strong positive relationship ($r_s = 0.74, p < 0.001$), intelligence and likeability have a moderately strong positive relationship ($r_s = 0.62, p < 0.001$), and anthropomorphism and likeability have a low positive correlation ($r_s = 0.51, p < 0.001$). This result suggests that even though the three measures of perception are considered to be somewhat independent [8], that may not be the case in our data. That is, according to our data, students’ perception of desirability along the three measures are in similar direction, a general increasing trend in one would likely convey in a general increasing trend in the other two.

4.1.5 Summary and Interpretation. Through analyzing students’ bi-weekly self-report of their perception of JW, we conclude that JW’s perceived anthropomorphism and intelligence significantly changed over time, but perceived likeability did not significantly vary in the long run. Our findings help us understand how community perceptions of a community-facing CAs change. This bears implications on designing community-facing CAs to be able to adapt to community’s changing perceptions of the CA in the long run. We also found the three measures of self-reported perceptions to be inter-correlated, shedding light that these measures may not be very disentangled (or independent) in users’ mental models.

5 RQ2: EXAMINING THE LANGUAGE OF STUDENT-JW INTERACTIONS

In this section, we examine the relationship between how the students perceived and linguistically interacted with JW. To do this, we collected the conversation logs between students and JW from all the weekly question and answering threads on the public discussion forum and then extracted linguistic features for further data analysis. With the goal of exploring the feasibility of building a ToM for CAs, the linguistic measures were chosen due to their known potential in reflecting users’ holistic perceptions of CAs, which we refer to relevant research and describe in more details in the following sections. We also discuss the findings and implications for designing human-CA interactions.

5.1 Inferring Student Perception from Linguistic Features

First, we link students’ linguistic interactions with JW in a block of time with their immediate next self-reported perception about JW as ground-truth. For example, if a student made multiple posts to JW from week 4 to week 6 ($T_2$) and reported their perception of JW in week 6 ($S_2$), then for this student, we derive language features of $T_2$ to understand their self-reported perception in $S_2$. Such an approach enables us to examine if the linguistic interaction between a student and JW in a block of time can predict how they would perceive the agent immediately at the end of that time block. This leads us to a total of 551 pairs of linguistic interactions and self-reported perceptions with $N(T_1) = 157, N(T_2) = 86, N(T_3) = 126, N(T_4) = 96, N(T_5) = 86$.

Next, we build linear regression models. Linear regression is known to help interpret conditionally monotone relationships with the dependent variable [22]. In particular, we build three linear regression models where each model uses one of the three perception measures as the dependent variable. We draw on prior research to derive a variety of linguistic attributes (features) from the language interactions which include verbosity, readability, sentiment, diversity, and adaptability [27, 84]. We use these linguistic features as independent variables in the models. As both perception and linguistic interactions could be a function of time, we include an ordinal variable of the week of the data point as a covariate in the models. Further, we control our models with an individual’s baseline language use, particularly the baseline average number of words computed over all the posts made by the same individual. Equation 1 describes our linear regression models, where $P$ refers to the measures of anthropomorphism, intelligence, and likeability.

$$ P = \text{Baseline} + \text{Week} + \text{Verbosity} + \text{Readability} + \text{Sentiment} + \text{Diversity} + \text{Adaptability} $$

Summary of Models. Our linear regression models reveal significance with $R^2(\text{Anth.}) = 0.85, R^2(\text{Intel.}) = 0.93, R^2(\text{Like.}) = 0.95$; all with $p < 0.001$. Table 3 summarizes the coefficients of each dependent variable. First, we note the statistical significance of the control variables, week and baseline word use. We find that people who are more expressive are more likely to have a positive perception of the agent on all three perception measures. We find verbosity to be negatively associated with each measure of perception, while adaptability, diversity, and readability positively associate...
with student perception of JW. Next, we describe our motivation, hypothesis, operationalization, and observation for each of our linguistic features below.

5.2 Linguistic Features: Motivation, Operationalization, and Observations

5.2.1 Verbosity. In human-human conversations, we tend to use shorter and less complex sentences when talking to a kid from sixth-grade versus when talking to an adult co-worker [68]. The verbosity of conversational language we produce thus depends on our mental model of how intelligent we perceive our interlocutor to be, which will drive the way we communicate our cognitive planning and execution of thoughts to others [27]. Translating from human-human to human-CA conversational settings, verbosity may vary on the basis of how intelligent and human-like we perceive the CA to be [45]. Hill et al. found that humans use less verbose and less complicated vocabulary when communicating with CAs, as compared to human-human conversations [45]. Further, the human-likeness of a CA could be judged based on the length of words used [60]. Someone who perceives a CA to be more human-like or more intelligent would likely use more verbose language. Accordingly in our setting, we hypothesize that greater verbosity is associated with a more positive perception of JW.

Drawing on prior work [45, 84], we use two measures to describe the verbosity of students’ posts: 1) length and 2) linguistic complexity. We operationalize length as the number of unique words per post, and complexity as the average length of words per sentence [27, 84].

Our regression model (Table 3) suggests that both verbosity attributes show negative coefficients with all the perception measures along with statistical significance. This rejects our hypothesis. Contrary to prior research and popular belief [28, 45, 60], our findings suggest that students who used more number of unique words per post or more complex language tended to perceive JW as less human-like, less intelligent, and less likeable. We construe that more verbose and complex language could plausibly cause the CA to fail in providing supportive or efficacious responses, leading to undesirable CA perception.

5.2.2 Readability. Readability refers to the level of ease readers can comprehend a given text [63]. Psycholinguistic literature values readability to be a key indicator of people’s cognitive behavior, and prior work has adapted this measure to understand conversational patterns in online communities [27, 84, 85]. While this measure has not been studied in the context of human-AI interactions, from the perspective of MToM, the readability of students’ questions posted to JW can convey their perception of JW’s text-comprehension ability. Therefore, we examine readability to understand students’ interaction with JW. However, considering an analogy from human-human to human-AI conversations, we hypothesize that, higher readability is an indicator of a more positive perception about the CA.

To capture the readability of students’ posts to JW, we calculate the Coleman-Liau Index (CLI). CLI is a readability assessment that approximates a minimum U.S. grade level required to understand a block of text, and is calculated using the formula: 

\[ CLI = 0.0588L - 0.2965S - 15.8, \]

in which \( L \) is the average number of letters per 100 words and \( S \) is the average number of sentences per 100 words [77].

Our regression model shows that readability is positively associated with all three dimensions of student’s perception of JW with statistical significance: anthropomorphism (2.33), perceived intelligence (2.41), and likeability (3.00). This result supports our hypothesis, suggesting that readability is a strong predictor of students’ perception and positively varies with perception. This could be associated with an underlying intricacy that the more readable the question is, the more successful the CA response is, and the more satisfied (or positively perceiving) the users are.

5.2.3 Sentiment. During human-CA conversations, the emotion we convey through our language is often a manifestation of whether CA’s perceived performance matches our expectations of the CA [61]. In fact, sentiment analysis has been used to detect customer satisfaction with customer service chatbots and yielded positive results [29]. Besides the perceived likeability of the CA, sentiment in the language is also positively associated with the perceived naturalness of the human-CA interactions [45, 72]. While there is a lack of evidence on how sentiment in wording can be associated with perceived intelligence, intelligence is one of the key desired characteristics people expect from a CA [54]. Therefore, we hypothesize that sentiment in students’ questions posted is positively associated with a positive perception of JW.

To measure the sentiment of each post to JW, we used the VADER sentiment analysis model [48], which is a rule-based sentiment analysis model that provides numerical scores ranging from -1 (extreme negative) to +1 (extreme positive).

Our regression model (Table 3) shows a lack of evidence to support our hypothesis in the case of anthropomorphism, but a statistically significant support for hypothesis related to perceived intelligence (0.69) and likeability (0.64) with positive coefficients. The current study setting that JW was deployed in is considered a formal academic environment and thus themed discussion related to coursework is more common. We believe in settings where the affective language is much more prevalent (e.g., on online Reddit communities), sentiment might play a strong role in reflecting people’s perception of a community-facing CA.

5.2.4 Linguistic Diversity. Depending on our perception of the interlocutor, the linguistic (and topical) diversity of our language could vary, i.e., the diversity of the conversation topics or the richness of language used. Linguistic diversity has been suggested to correlate with perceived intelligence during human-human interactions [68]. In human-CA interactions, when the CA behaves in a more natural and authentic way, users also tend to employ a richer set of language, conveying positive attitudes towards the CA [72]. Therefore, we hypothesize that the more the linguistic diversity is, the more positive students perceive JW.

We draw on prior work [2, 84] to obtain linguistic diversity, and use word embeddings for this purpose. Word embeddings represent words as vectors in a higher dimensional latent space, where lexico-grammatically similar words tend to have vectors that are closer [21, 65, 74]. In our case, for each post to JW, we first obtain its word embedding representation in 300-dimensional latent lexico-semantic vector space using pre-trained word embeddings [65]. We then compute the average cosine distance from the centroid of all the posts by the same user in each two-week period before...
### Table 3: Coefficients of linear regression between students’ perception (as dependent variable) and language based measures of interaction with JW (as independent variables). Purple bars represent the magnitude of positive coefficients, and Golden bars represent the magnitude of negative coefficients. . p<0.1, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Anthropomorphism</th>
<th></th>
<th>Intelligence</th>
<th></th>
<th>Likeability</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coeff. p</td>
<td></td>
<td>Coeff. p</td>
<td></td>
<td>Coeff. p</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline Avg. Num. Words</td>
<td>0.15 **</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.16 **</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.13 **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week</td>
<td>10.06 ***</td>
<td></td>
<td>10.06 ***</td>
<td></td>
<td>10.03 **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbosity</td>
<td>-3.34 **</td>
<td></td>
<td>-3.37 **</td>
<td></td>
<td>-3.91 *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num. Unique Words Complexity</td>
<td>-1.33 **</td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.82 **</td>
<td></td>
<td>-2.00 ***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Readability</td>
<td>2.33 ***</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.41 ***</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.00 ***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentiment</td>
<td>0.17 ***</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.69 **</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.64 ***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic Diversity</td>
<td>1.02 ***</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.53 ***</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.55 ***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic Adaptability</td>
<td>0.85 ***</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.93 ***</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.95 ***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

corresponding surveys. This operationalizes our measure of lexico-semantic diversity of each student’s post to JW.

According to our regression model, we find a lack of support for our hypothesis for perceived intelligence and likeability, whereas, a statistically significant support for our hypothesis on anthropomorphism which shows a positive coefficient (0.17). This finding adds some support to previous work on human-CA interaction that suggested positive association between high lexico-semantic diversity and perceived human-likeness of the CA [72]. Contrary to observations related to human-human interactions [68], our observations suggest that people’s linguistic diversity does not necessarily indicate how intelligent one perceives an agent to be.

5.2.5 Adaptability. As humans, we tend to adapt to each other’s language use during conversations due to our inherent desire to avoid awkwardness in social situations [36]. Prior research suggested that people often mindlessly apply social rules and etiquette to computers [69], it is thus possible that we also adapt our language when conversing with a CA. In fact, prior work suggests that we are able to adapt our speech pattern accordingly based on whether the interlocutor is a human or a CA [45], suggesting that adaptability of our speech pattern could be an indicator of our perception of interlocutor’s intelligence, human-likeness, as well as likeability. Human users are more likely to build desirable perceptions about a CA if CA response is adapted and customized to human questions, as opposed to templated responses (e.g., “Thank You”, “Sorry”) [84]. Therefore, We hypothesize that adaptability is positively associated to perceived anthropomorphism, likeability, and intelligence.

Motivated by Saha and Sharma’s approach [84], we measure adaptability as the lexico-semantic similarity between each question-response pairs of student-JW interactions, operationalized as the cosine similarity of word embedding representations of the questions and responses. As in the case of diversity, we use 300-dimensional word embedding space [65].

Our regression model indicates that adaptability positively associates with anthropomorphism (1.02), intelligence (1.53), and likeability (2.55), all with statistical significance. This supports our hypothesis, and aligns with prior research on how people employ different speech patterns depending on if the interlocutor is a CA or a human [45]. Our observations suggest that adaptability is a valid predictor of the perceptions of JW. We construe that if students receive adaptable responses, they are more likely to perceive JW as more human-like, likeable, and intelligent.

5.2.6 Summary and Interpretations. We examine the relationship between linguistic features of student-JW conversations and student perception of JW through regression analysis. We find that verbosity negatively associates with student perception of JW, whereas readability, sentiment, diversity, and adaptability positively associate with anthropomorphism, intelligence, and likeability. Our findings suggest the potential to extract linguistic features to measure community perceptions of CA during conversation, and thus enable the CA to constantly understand and provide desirable responses that match with user perception. It is important to note that the relationship between linguistic measures and three measures of student perception of JW is of the same degree and direction.

6 DISCUSSION

Our findings provide empirical evidence on the long-term variations in a community’s perception of a community-facing CA as well as the feasibility of inferring user perceptions of the CA through linguistic features extracted from the human-CA dialogue. Specifically, we found the student community’s perception of JW’s anthropomorphism and intelligence changed significantly over time, yet perceived likeability did not change significantly. Our regression analyses reveal that linguistic features such as verbosity, readability, sentiment, diversity, and adaptability are valid indicators of the community’s perceptions of JW. Based on these findings, we first discuss the implications of leveraging language analysis to facilitate human-AI interactions. Then, we present the challenges and opportunities for designing adaptive community-facing CAs. We also discuss the technical and design implications for human-CA communications and how future work can extend our findings towards building MToM in human-AI interactions.

6.1 Language Analysis to Design Human-AI Interactions

Our work demonstrates that leveraging linguistic features extracted from human-CA conversations has the potential to improve human-CA interactions. This technique, if properly integrated into the CA...
design, would fulfill the promise of building truly "conversational" agents. Our findings indicate that language analysis can be used to automatically infer a community’s perception of a community-facing CA. This opens up the potential of using language analysis to design CAs that can automatically identify the user’s mental model of the CA, which allows the CAs to provide subtle hints in responses to guide the user in adjusting their mental model of the CA for a continuous and efficacious conversation.

In our study, even though JW is a question-answering (QA) CA designed to only fulfill students’ basic informational needs, we could infer student perceptions through language features extracted from these simple QA dialogues. Our findings resonate with prior work that also revealed the potential of using language analysis on question-answering conversational data between users and QA agents to infer conversation breakdowns [58]. We believe that in more sophisticated conversational settings where the human-CA interactions go beyond basic informational needs, and interactions that involve multimodal data (e.g., voice and visual communications), one can extract more nuanced descriptions of user perceptions about CAs. This would lead us to draw insights that can facilitate constructive and consistent human-CA dialogue.

We also note that student-JW interactions were situated in a much more controlled environment compared to many possible settings for human-CA interactions. For instance, the discussions in the online course forum are supposed to be thematically coherent about course work. Additionally, students are expected to self-present in a desirable and civil fashion—there are various online and offline norms and conventions that people tend to follow in academic settings [40]. On the other hand, discussions on a general-purpose online community (e.g., Reddit), including those which are moderated, can not only have diverse and deviant discussions but can also include informal languages [15]. These kinds of data can add noise to automated language models, and it opens up more research opportunities to examine how language in general-purpose online communities reflect the individual and collective perception about a community-facing CA.

Besides helping CAs understand how they are perceived by the users during interactions, language can also potentially indicate user preferences about the CA in a particular context and thus inform future design of CAs. For example, in our regression analyses, linguistic measures such as sentiment and diversity reflect similar directionality (see Table 3) among the correlation between the three perception measures (section 4.3)—we find a positive association between JW’s perceived intelligence and likeability, but weak correlation between anthropomorphism and likeability. In particular, sentiment extracted from the student-JW conversation is significantly associated with both intelligence and likeability, yet not significantly associated with perceived anthropomorphism. It is thus worth considering whether human-likeness is a more important factor to consider comparing to an agent’s intelligence demonstrated through providing informational support when designing virtual teaching assistants like JW. This finding also provides more evidence to the long-standing debate of whether CAs should be designed as humanlike as possible [16, 17], suggesting that user’s preference of whether CAs should be humanlike is highly dependent on CA’s role and use contexts.

6.2 Designing for Adaptive Community-Facing Conversational Agents

Prior work proposed seven social roles that community-facing CAs could serve within online human communities [87] yet how to quickly detect and measure people’s perceptions and expectations of how the CA should behave when serving different social roles remained unexplored. Our work opens up the opportunity to operationalize the desired social roles of community-facing CAs in terms of specific dimensions of CA perceptions. For example, when CA serves as a social organizer to help community members build social connections, the community could expect the CA to behave more humanlike and more likeable instead of more intelligent. These expectations could potentially be identified and monitored through linguistic cues, as demonstrated by our work. This operationalization can help community-facing CAs quickly identify the community’s expectations and produce behaviors that are better aligned with their perceived social roles within the community.

While prior research suggested community-facing CAs’ shifting social roles over time within online communities [51, 87, 88], our examination of long-term changes in the student community’s perception about JW provides empirical evidence on the specific variations in the community’s perception of the agent. Our findings indicate that community-facing CA’s perceived anthropomorphism and intelligence are more nuanced and fluid characteristics and thus require more frequent assessment for the CAs to adjust their behaviors within the community accordingly. JW’s perceived likeability did not change significantly in our study, suggesting that designers could have more leeway in monitoring CA’s perceived likeability. However, the reasoning behind JW’s stable perceived likeability within the community requires further examination—it could be because long-term likeability perception is highly dependent on first-impression [8], or it could be a result of JW’s stable performance over the semester due to its lack of learning ability.

One foreseeable challenge when designing adaptive community-facing CAs using linguistic cues to construct user perception of the CA is to distinguish the intention of each message—whether the user asked a genuine question or just trying to game the system; or whether the user’s reply was intended for the CA or other community members. While people employ strategies such as changing appearances to manage their self-presentation in daily lives [36], people also manage their self-presentation through linguistic cues on public online platforms, depending on the perceived audience [19, 49, 83]. For community-facing CAs, every dyadic human-CA interaction is visible to other community members as well. People thus might take advantage of this opportunity to not only gain support from the CA but also to modulate their responses to help manage their self-presentation within the community. For example, people might intentionally limit their emotional expression through language so that they don’t appear “stupid” for thinking a CA could interpret the emotional elements in the language [40]; or people might purposefully reply with questions that can help them appear more humorous than to receive a correct answer from the CA. There are several occurrences of this in our study when students ask JW questions that are clearly out of scope for JW, such as "What is the meaning of life?" or "What is your favorite character in Game of Thrones?".
6.3 Towards Mutual Theory of Mind in Human-AI Interaction

With the ultimate goal of building MToM in Human-AI interactions, our study explored the feasibility of building a CA’s ToM by operationalizing and identifying user perceptions of the CA through linguistic cues. From the lens of MToM, understanding the perception of each other during interactions, similar to human-human interaction, acts as the cognitive foundation of human-AI interactions [6]. Drawing upon human-human interactions that rely on all kinds of social signals conveyed through languages, to improve the accuracy of CA’s ToM, future research should explore how other conversational cues could potentially be combined with the linguistic features we investigated to provide more context and accuracy in understanding people’s perceptions of the CA. For example, identifying conversation breakdowns through conversational cues [58] or monitoring user emotions and satisfactions during interactions [29, 93] can be combined with the identified user perception of the CA. A potential implication is to keep the user perception identified through language analysis as a constant state, while other conversational cues can be used to trigger state change for the user’s perception of the CA, and thus adapt the CA’s behavior constantly.

While our work focuses on helping CAs to understand user’s perceptions of the CAs through language analysis, we want to emphasize that any type of communication is a two-way interaction. To achieve Mutual ToM in human-CA interactions, it is also crucial to explore techniques that can help users understand CA’s perceptions of their goals, intentions, skills, etc. for users to correct CA’s perception in a timely fashion to achieve desirable human-CA interaction outcome. By proposing MToM as the theoretical framework to guide the design of human-CA interactions, our work motivates future research to further explore how to help users understand CA’s perceptions of them. This direction could include examination of how and when the CA can offer their perception of the users in a way that is intuitive and easy-to-understand for the users, but also natural enough to maintain the authenticity of the conversation. This could include techniques that are currently being explored by researchers in explainable AI to help users have a sufficient understanding of how their textual responses would be parsed by the CA to extract perceptions about their goals and intentions [91].

Echoing with prior work’s suggestion of understanding human-social interactions as a way to improve human-AI interactions [33], we highlight the importance of leveraging interdisciplinary theoretical frameworks to offer new design perspectives on human-CA interactions. This work combines theories drawn from cognitive science and social science on human-human interactions—human social interactions are largely about impression management [36], which is dependent on the uniquely human cognitive ability of ToM [6, 12]. This enables us to rethink the design of human-AI interactions. We thus highlight the importance of borrowing theoretical frameworks from fields such as anthropology, cognitive science, social psychology, etc. to offer new design perspectives on human-AI interactions.

6.4 Limitations and Future Work

Our work has some limitations. Our results might not be transferable when human-CA interaction takes place in private dyadic interaction contexts. This work investigates the feasibility of inferring student perception of a community-facing CA through linguistic features extracted from dyadic human-agent interaction on a public discussion forum. Student perception and interaction with the agent thus might be biased by other students’ interactions with the agent on the public forum, which we point out as a unique challenge to design for community-facing CAs that carry out dyadic interactions within human communities. Future research aimed at designing adaptive CAs in dyadic interactions could replicate the current study in one-to-one human-CA interactions.

Our work took a formative step towards understanding people’s perception of a CA through linguistic features. Our findings are correlational and we cannot make causal claims. Future work that accounts for unobserved confounds can lead to better insights into human-AI perceptions and interactions. We also recognize more qualitative or mixed-methods approaches are needed to gain deeper insights into people’s reasoning and intention behind their linguistic behaviors when conversing with a CA. For example, in our study, students could be intentionally testing if JW learned anything from their previous questions by posting the exact same questions from previous JW threads; or students might be frustrated by JW’s learning ability and thus intentionally post difficult questions on the public thread — there is no way to evaluate this quantitatively, and future qualitative research could shed light on this issue.

To quantify student’s perception of JW, we used a standardized measure taken from human-robot interaction that includes anthropomorphism, intelligence, and likeability [8]. However, the measurement we adopted does not suggest that these are, or should be, the standard dimensions of user perceptions of CA— in fact, prior research already suggested that there are different interpretations of how users build their mental models of CAs [10, 31]. We are, however, hopeful that language analysis can reveal the different dimensions of people’s perceptions about CAs during interactions. Future research should replicate the current study using different measurements of the user’s mental model about CA to provide more evidence on the potential of language analysis.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper posited Mutual Theory of Mind as the theoretical framework for designing adaptive community-facing conversational agents (CAs) as long-term companions. Guided by this framework, we examined the long-term changes of community perception of CA, and measured the feasibility of inferring perceptions through linguistic cues. We deployed a community-facing CA, JW, a virtual teaching assistant designed to answer students’ logistical questions about the class in an online class public discussion forum. Driven by our understanding of Theory of Mind, we measured students’ perception of JW in terms of perceived anthropomorphism, intelligence, and likeability. We found statistically significant long-term changes in student community’s perception of JW in terms of anthropomorphism and intelligence. Then, we extracted theory-driven language features from student-JW interactions over the course of the semester. Regression analyses revealed that linguistic features such
as verbosity, diversity, adaptability, and readability explain stu-
dents’ perception of JW. We discussed the potential of leveraging
language analysis to fulfill the promise of designing truly “con-
versational” agents, including the design implications of building
adaptive community-facing CAs that can cater to community’s
shifting perceptions of the CA, and the theoretical implications of
applying Mutual Theory of Mind as a design framework in facili-
tating human-AI interactions. We believe this research can inspire
future work to leverage interdisciplinary theories to rethink human-
CA interactions.
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A APPENDIX

This material (Figure 3) presents the bi-weekly perception survey students filled out. It was adapted from Bartneck et al. for measuring human-robot interaction. We particularly selected the categories of anthropomorphism, intelligence, and likeability in our setting of student perceptions about JW.

The following questions will give you a spectrum from one quality to the other on a scale of 1 to 5, such as from "Unkind"(1) to "Kind"(5). Please rate your perception of JW along each of these spectrums:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fake</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unintelligent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unkind</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foolish</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dislike</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awful</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignorant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machinelike</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responding rigidly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unfriendly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irresponsible</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unpleasant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incompetent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unconscious</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kind</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensible</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifelike</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Like</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledgeable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responding elegantly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsible</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pleasant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conscious</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Anthropomorphism items are marked with green boxes, intelligence items were marked with orange boxes, and likeability items were marked with blue boxes.